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For the �rst time, the September meeting revisited one of the insti-

tutions whih hosted it in the past. (The �rst meeting was a one-

day meeting in Trinity on September 9th, 1988 and it was largely

organized by the then Seretary of the Soiety, A. G. O'Farrell,

who also reported on that meeting in issue 21 (Deember 1988) of

this Bulletin.) The time normally devoted to ontributed papers

was taken over by six talks on a seletion of key �gures in Irish

Mathematis over the past entury. There were �ve main speak-

ers in addition to the aforementioned �ve, and all the talks were

in the Constantia Maxwell Theatre of the Hamilton Building in

Trinity. For most talks the audiene was of the order of 45 people,

but these were not always the same people and the total attend-

ane was somewhat higher. The programme for the �rst day was

as follows and the proeedings were haired by the vie{President,

E. Gath, before lunh and by the President, D. Armitage, in the

afternoon.

S. Dineen (UCD) Complex analysis on in�nite dimensional

spaes

D. H. Armitage (QUB) E. T. Whittaker (1873{1956)

T. T. West (TCD) A. J. MConnell (1903{1993)

P. Barry (UCC) P. B. Kennedy (1929{1967)

L.

�

O Raifeartaigh (DIAS) C. Ryan (1934{1973)

E. Ortiz (Imperial College) C. Lanzos (1893{1974)

J. T. Lewis (DIAS) J. L. Synge (1897{1995)

Many of the partiipants were then ready for a pleasant

dinner at a nearby hotel. There were four more talks on the seond

day plus an Ordinary meeting of the Soiety (arguably oupying a

slot used for panel disussions at some earlier meetings). The two

morning talks were haired by T. West and those in the afternoon

by T. Murphy.
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G. J. Murphy (UCC) Quantum groups

R. J. Arhbold (Aberdeen) Extensions of pure states: variants

of the Kadison-Singer problem

G. Pfei�er (NUIG) Computations with Coxeter groups

J. H. Davenport (Bath) Algebrai geometry goes onstrutive

This reporter was very happy with all the talks and the

obvious e�orts made by all the ontributors to prepare interesting

talks aessible to all.

The talks on key �gures of Irish Mathematis in the past

entury might be said to inlude giants of Mathematis (Lanzos,

Synge and Whittaker), those whose promise and early ahieve-

ments were great but whose lives ended tragially (Kennedy and

Ryan) and A. J. MConnell who may be more widely known for

his impat as Provost of Trinity than for his mathematial aom-

plishments. As the 20th entury beomes entirely history, future

generations will be able to look bak on the impat of those who

are still ative and there will be many more than six who will

be regarded as having had signi�ant impats. But one meeting

annot hope to do justie to all and so that was not attemp-

ted. To elebrate World Mathematial year 2000, the Royal Irish

Aademy plans to publish a book of biographies of Irish Mathem-

atiians (seleted over several enturies) and this should provide

a more omplete overage.

The meeting was o-funded by the Soiety and Trinity Col-

lege Dublin.

Rihard M. Timoney

Trinity College Dublin.


